
Grade: Typically 11th or 12th Grade Course
Course: Algebra 2 with Trigonometry
Year: 2019

Thinking Skills - The student demonstrates:
1. Critical Thinking Skills include the ability to analyze, criticize, advocate ideas, reason inductively and deductively, and to reach factual and

judgemental conclusions.
2. Creative Problem Solving by identifying and analyzing a problem, thinking divergently and evaluating the implementation of possible

solutions.
3. Research skills by compiling, evaluating and presenting data.
4. Communication Skills

Suggested
Pacing

Content Standards Learning and Performance
Expectations

Assessment of Learning
Options

Learning Resources
Options

Build a function that models a
relationship between two
quantities.
F.BF.1 Write a function that
describes a relationship between
two quantities.★
b. Combine standard function
types using arithmetic operations.
For example, build a function that
models the temperature of a
cooling body by adding a constant
function to a decaying exponential,
and relate these functions to the
model. (A2, M3)

I can define explicit and recursive
expressions of a function.

I can identify the quantities being
compared in a real-world problem.

I can write an explicit and/or recursive
expressions of a function to describe a
real-world problem.

I can recall the parent functions.

I can apply transformations to equations
of parent functions.

I can combine different parent functions
(adding, subtracting, multiplying, and/or
dividing) to write a function that
describes a real-world problem.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Desmos
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Build new functions from
existing functions.
F.BF.3 Identify the effect on the
graph of replacing f(x) by f(x)+k,
kf(x), f(kx), and f(x+k) for specific
values of k (both positive and
negative); find the value of k given
the graphs. Experiment with cases
and illustrate an explanation of the
effects on the graph using
technology. Include recognizing
even and odd functions from their
graphs and algebraic expressions
for them. (A2, M3)

I can explain why translates

the original graph of up units

and why translates the

original graph of down units.

I can explain why translates

the original graph of left units

and why translates the

original graph of right units.

I can explain why vertically

stretches or shrinks the graph of

by a factor of and predict whether a

given value of will cause a stretch or

shrink.

I can explain why horizontally

stretches or shrinks the graph of

by a factor of and predict whether

a given value of will cause a stretch

or shrink.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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I can describe the transformation that

changed a graph of into a different

graph when given pictures of the
pre-image and image.

I can determine the value of given the

graph of a transformed function.

I can graph the listed transformations

when given a graph of and a value

of

and

I can use a graphing calculator to
generate examples of functions with

different values.

I can analyze the similarities and
differences between functions with

different values.

I can recognize from a graph if the
function is even or odd.

I can explain that a function is even when

and its graph has a

y-axis symmetry.
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I can explain that a function is odd when

and its graph has a

rotational symmetry.

Analyze functions using
different representations.
F.IF.7 Graph functions expressed
symbolically and indicate key
features of the graph, by hand in
simple cases and using
technology for more complicated
cases. Include applications and
how key features relate to
characteristics of a situation,
making selection of a particular
type of function model
appropriate.★
c. Graph square root, cube root,
and piecewise-defined functions,
including step functions and
absolute value functions.  (A2, M3)
d. Graph polynomial functions,
identifying zeros, when factoring is
reasonable, and indicating end
behavior. (A2, M3)
f. Graph exponential functions,
indicating intercepts and end
behavior, and trigonometric
functions, showing period, midline,
and amplitude. (A2, M3)
g. (+) Graph rational functions,
identifying zeros and asymptotes,
when factoring is reasonable, and

I can decide which functions are
relatively easy to sketch accurately by
hand and which functions should be
graphed using technology.

I can identify the x-intercept(s),
y-intercept, increasing intervals,
decreasing intervals, the maximums, and
minimums of a function by looking at its
graph.

I can explain that the parent function for
cube root functions is the function

I can sketch graph a cube root function

by hand using convenient values of as

inputs.

I can use technology to graph cube root
functions and find the intercepts.

I can define piecewise functions as
functions that have different rules for
evaluation depending on the value of the
input.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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indicating end behavior. (A2, M3) I can identify which evaluation rule to

use for a specific value of

I can explain that the parent function for

absolute value functions is

I can explain why absolute value is
considered a composite function.

I can identify the two evaluation rules

used for and other simple

absolute values such as

and

I know that the minimum or maximum of
an absolute value is called the vertex.

I can identify whether the vertex of an
absolute value will be a minimum or
maximum by looking at the equation.

I can find the y-intercept of an absolute

value by substituting 0 in for and

evaluating.

I can estimate the vertex of an absolute
value by evaluating different values of

I can define a polynomial.
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I can identify the degree of a polynomial.

I can use pictures to explain why

and other higher degree polynomials do

not have parent functions as and

I can determine the x-intercepts of a
polynomial when looking at a graph of
the function.

I can determine the multiplicity of the
x-intercepts of a polynomial when
looking at a graph of the function.

I can approximate the factored equation
of a polynomial function when looking at
a graph of the function.

I can determine the end behavior of a
polynomial by looking at the degree and
leading coefficient of the equation.

I can use technology to graph a
polynomial and to find precise values for
the x-intercept(s) and the maximums and
minimum (turning points).

Create equations that describe
numbers or relationships.
A.CED.1 Create equations and

I can create a polynomial function to
model a real world scenario.

Homework

Formative Assessments
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inequalities in one variable and
use them to solve problems.
Include equations and inequalities
arising from linear, quadratic,
simple rational, and exponential
functions.★
c. Extend to include more
complicated function situations
with the option to solve with
technology. (A2, M3)

I can use technology to create a
function that fits polynomial data. Summative Assessments

Create equations that describe
numbers or relationships.
A.CED.4 Rearrange formulas to
highlight a quantity of interest,
using the same reasoning as in
solving equations.★
d. While functions will often be
linear, exponential, or quadratic,
the types of problems should draw
from more complicated situations.
(A2, M3)

I can solve an equation with more
than one variable.

I can solve an equation that includes
multiple operations.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Interpret functions that arise in
applications in terms of the
context.
F.IF.6 Calculate and interpret the
average rate of change of a
function (presented symbolically or
as a table) over a specified
interval. Estimate the rate of
change from a graph. ★ (A2, M3)

I can calculate the rate of change
from a table.

I can interpret the rate of change from
a table.

I can identify the rate of change from
a function.

I can interpret the rate of change from
a function.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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I can estimate the rate of change from
a graph.

I can interpret the rate of change from
a graph.

Extend the properties of
exponents to rational
exponents.
N.RN.1: Explain how the definition
of the meaning of rational
exponents follows from extending
the properties of integer
exponents to those values,
allowing for a notation for radicals
in terms of rational exponents. For
example, we define 51/3 to be the
cube root of 5 because we want
(51/3)3 = 5(1/3)3 to hold, so
(51/3)3 must equal 5.

*Remember that a discussion
about non-integer exponents
should take place at the same
time as a discussion about
exponential functions.

I can apply the properties of exponents
to simplify algebraic expressions with
rational exponents.

I can apply the definition of an nth root

to demonstrate that for

various values of and

explain why this is true.

I can apply the properties of exponents

to demonstrate that for

various values of and

explain why this is true.

I can apply the properties of exponents
and definition of nth root to explain that

because and

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Extend the properties of
exponents to rational
exponents.
N.RN.2: Rewrite expressions
involving radicals and rational
exponents using the properties of
exponents.

*Remember that a discussion
about non-integer exponents
should happen at the same time
as a discussion about exponential
functions.

I can apply the properties of exponents
to simplifying algebraic expressions with
integer exponents.

I can apply the properties of exponents
to simplify algebraic expressions with
rational exponents.

I can write radical expressions as
expressions with rational exponents.

I can write expressions with rational
exponents as radical expressions.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Use properties of rational and
irrational numbers.
N.RN.3: Explain why the sum or
product of two rational numbers is
rational; that the sum of a rational
number and an irrational number
is irrational; and that the product of
a nonzero rational number and an
irrational number is irrational.

I can classify real numbers as rational or
irrational according to their definitions.

I can state examples of rational and
irrational numbers.

I can explain why the sum of two rational
numbers is rational.

I can explain why the product of two
rational numbers is rational.

I can explain why the sum of a rational
and irrational number is irrational.

I can explain why the product of a
nonzero rational and irrational number is
irrational.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Write expressions in equivalent
forms to solve problems.
A.SSE.3: Choose and produce an
equivalent form of an expression
to reveal and explain properties of
the quantity represented by the
expression.*
c. Use the properties of exponents
to transform expressions for
exponential functions. For
example, 8t can be written as 23t.

*In both Algebra 1 and Algebra 2.
It extends to rational exponents in
Algebra 2.

I can define an exponential function,

I can rewrite exponential functions using
the properties of exponents.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Analyze functions using
different representations.
F.IF.7: Graph functions expressed
symbolically and indicate key
features of the graph, by hand in
simple cases and using
technology for more complicated
cases. Include applications and
how key features relate to
characteristics of a situation,
making selection of a particular
type of function model
appropriate.★
c. Graph square root, cube root,
and piecewise-defined functions,
including step functions and

I can decide which functions are
relatively easy to sketch accurately by
hand and which functions should be
graphed using technology.

I can explain that the parent function for

exponentials is where is a

positive number.

I can determine the domain, range, and
end behavior (horizontal asymptote) of
an exponential function when looking at
its graph.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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absolute value functions.  (A2, M3)

f. Graph exponential functions,
indicating intercepts and end
behavior, and trigonometric
functions, showing period, midline,
and amplitude. (A2, M3)

*Focus on modeling approach.

*Remember to relate F.IF.7.d to
the relationship between zeros of
quadratic functions and their
factored forms.

*For F.IF.g, introduce students to
the simplest rational functions
starting with 1/x. Connect it to
inverse variations. Then for more
complicated cases use the division
of polynomials to change the form
of the rational function to apply the
transformations of f(x) = 1/x. Apply
previous experience with
polynomials to aid in the
understanding of rational
functions. For example, y = (1-x)/x
= (1/x) - 1. Focus on making
connections rather than
calculations. Connect with
A.APR.6 and F.BF.3.

I can classify exponential functions in
function notation as growth or decay.

I can substitute convenient values for

to generate a table and graph of an
exponential function.

I can explain how a simple geometric
transformation changes a growth graph
to a decay graph.

I can write an exponential function to
model a real world problem.
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Analyze functions using
different representations.
F.IF.8: Write a function defined by
an expression in different but
equivalent forms to reveal and
explain different properties of the
function.
b. Use the properties of exponents
to interpret expressions for
exponential functions. For
example, identify percent rate of
change in functions such as y =
(1.02)t, and y = (0.97)t and
classify them as representing
exponential growth or decay. (A2,
M3)

*Remember to include simple
rational and simple radical
functions.

*Include fractional exponents in
Algebra 2.

*Remember to focus on
application where the
characteristics of a situation can
inform the key features of the
function to develop the appropriate
function model.

I can distinguish between exponential
functions that model exponential growth
and exponential decay.

I can interpret the components of an
exponential function in the context of a

problem (e.g., describes

a quantity that was initially 5 and
increases 22.5% every three years).

I can use the properties of exponents to
rewrite an exponential function to
emphasize one of its properties (e.g.,

which means

that increasing 22.5% in three years is
about the same as increasing 7% per
year).

I can convert a radical expression to an
exponential expression.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Construct and compare linear,
quadratic, and exponential
models, and solve problems.
F.LE.4: For exponential models,
express as a logarithm the
solution to abct = d where a, c,
and d are numbers and the base b
is 2, 10, or e; evaluate the
logarithm using technology.★

*Remember to view logarithms as
solutions of exponential equations.

*Remember to consider extending
this unit to include the relationship
between properties of logarithms
and properties of exponents, such
as the connection between the
properties of exponents (bx·by =
bx+y) and the basic logarithm
property that logbxy = logbx+
logby.

I can define exponential function and
logarithmic function.

I can write an exponential equation

in logarithmic form

and solve it for

I can explain the properties of
exponentials and logarithms why

and are

equivalent.

I can use the power of 2 or 10 to

estimate the value of or

I can use a calculator to evaluate a

logarithm with a base of 10 or

I can use the change of base formula to
evaluate the logarithm with a base of 2
using a calculator.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Interpret the structure of
expressions.
A.SSE.1. Interpret expressions
that represent a quantity in terms
of its context.★
a. Interpret parts of an expression,
such as terms, factors, and

I can define expression, term, factor, and
coefficient.

I can interpret the real-world meaning of
the terms, factors, and coefficients of an
expression in terms of their units.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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coefficients.
b. Interpret complicated
expressions by viewing one or
more of their parts as a single
entity.

I can group the parts of an expression
differently in order to better interpret
their meaning.

Interpret the structure of
expressions.
A.SSE.2 Use the structure of an
expression to identify ways to
rewrite it. For example, to factor
3x(x – 5) + 2(x – 5), students
should recognize that the "x – 5" is
common to both expressions
being added, so it simplifies to
(3x+2)(x – 5); or see as𝑥4 − 𝑦4

, thus recognizing it(𝑥2)2 − (𝑦2)2

as a difference of squares that can
be factored as .(𝑥2 − 𝑦2)

I can look for and identify clues in the
structure of expressions (e.g., like terms,
common factors, difference of squares,
perfect squares) in order to rewrite it
another way.

I can explain why equivalent expressions
are equivalent.

I can apply models for factoring and
multiplying polynomials to rewrite
expressions.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Perform arithmetic operations
on polynomials.
A.APR.1 Understand that
polynomials form a system
analogous to the integers, namely,
that they are closed under the
operations of addition, subtraction,
and multiplication; add, subtract,
and multiply polynomials.
b. Extend to polynomial
expressions beyond those
expressions that simplify to forms

I can apply the definition of an integer to
explain why adding, subtracting, or
multiplying two integers always produces
an integer.

I can apply the definition of polynomial
to explain why adding, subtracting, or
multiplying two polynomials always
produces a polynomial.

I can add and subtract polynomials.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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that are linear or quadratic. (A2,
M3)

**Course clarity: Remember to
extend to expressions beyond
quadratic polynomials found in
Algebra 1.

I can multiply polynomials.

Understand the relationship
between zeros and factors of
polynomials.
A.APR.2 Understand and apply
the Remainder Theorem: For a
polynomial p(x) and a number a,
the remainder on division by x – a
is p(a). In particular, p(a) = 0 if and
only if (x – a) is a factor of p(x).

I can divide polynomials using long
division and synthetic division and apply
the Remainder Theorem (when
appropriate) to check the answer.

I can apply the Remainder Theorem to

determine if a divisor is a factor

of the polynomial

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Understand the relationship
between zeros and factors of
polynomials.
A.APR.3 Identify zeros of
polynomials, when factoring is
reasonable, and use the zeros to
construct a rough graph of the
function defined by the polynomial.

I can identify the zeros of a factored
polynomial.

I can identify the multiplicity of the zeros
of a factored polynomial.

I can explain how the multiplicity of the
zeros provides a clue as to how the graph
will behave when it approaches and
leaves the x-intercept.

I can sketch a rough graph using the
zeros of a polynomial and other easily

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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identifiable points such as the
y-intercept.

Use polynomial identities to
solve problems.
A.APR.4 Prove polynomial
identities and use them to
describe numerical relationships.
For example, the polynomial
identity (x² + y²)² = (x² – y²)² +
(2xy)² can be used to generate
Pythagorean triples.

I can verify polynomial identities (sums
and differences of like powers), e.g.,

I can factor polynomials completely by
applying the polynomial identities.

I can use polynomial identities to
describe numerical relationships (e.g., I

can determine by applying

difference of squares which leads to

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Rewrite rational expressions.
A.APR.6 Rewrite simple rational
expressions in different forms;
write a(x)/b(x) in the form q(x) +
r(x)/b(x), where a(x), b(x), q(x),
and r(x) are polynomials with the
degree of r(x) less than the degree
of b(x), using inspection, long
division, or, for the more
complicated examples, a
computer algebra system.

**Course Clarity:

I can define rational expression.

I can determine the best method of
simplifying the given rational expression
(inspection, long division, computer
algebraic system).

I can simplify rational expressions by

inspection (e.g.,

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Remember to use linear and
quadratic for polynomial
denominators, b(x).

Remember this standard requires
the general division algorithm for
polynomials. Connect the division
of polynomials to rational
functions.

Remember the limitations on
rational functions apply to the
rational expressions in this
standard. See F.IF.7 and F.BF.3.

I can simplify rational expressions using
long division.

I can simplify complicated rational
expressions using a computer algebraic
system.

I can write a rational expression

where is the dividend

and is the divisor in the form

where is the

quotient and is the remainder

(e.g.,

Analyze functions using
different representations.
F.IF.7 Graph functions expressed
symbolically and indicate key
features of the graph, by hand in
simple cases and using
technology for more complicated
cases. Include applications and
how key features relate to
characteristics of a situation,
making selection of a particular
type of function model
appropriate.★
d. Graph polynomial functions,
identifying zeros, when factoring is
reasonable, and indicating end

I can decide which functions are
relatively easy to sketch accurately by
hand and which functions should be
graphed using technology.

I can identify the x-intercept(s),
y-intercept, increasing intervals,
decreasing intervals, the maximums, and
minimums of a function by looking at its
graph.

I know the parent function for quadratic
and cubic polynomial functions.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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behavior. (A2, M3)

**Course clarity
Focus on modeling approach.

Remember to relate F.IF.7.d to the
relationship between zeros of
quadratic functions and their
factored forms.

I can sketch graph a polynomial function

by hand using convenient values of as

inputs.

I can use technology to graph polynomial
functions and find the intercepts.

I know that the minimum or maximum of
an quadratic is called the vertex.

I can identify whether the vertex of an
quadratic function will be a minimum or
maximum by looking at the equation.

I can find the y-intercept of an
polynomial function by substituting 0 in

for and evaluating.

I can define a polynomial.

I can identify the degree of a polynomial.

I can determine the x-intercepts of a
polynomial when looking at a graph of
the function.

I can determine the multiplicity of the
x-intercepts of a polynomial when
looking at a graph of the function.

I can approximate the factored equation
of a polynomial function when looking at
a graph of the function.
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I can determine the end behavior of a
polynomial by looking at the degree and
leading coefficient of the equation.

I can use technology to graph a
polynomial and to find precise values for
the x-intercept(s) and the maximums and
minimum (turning points).

Create equations that describe
numbers or relationships.
A.CED.1 Create equations and
inequalities in one variable and
use them to solve problems.
Include equations and inequalities
arising from linear, quadratic,
simple rational, and exponential
functions.★
c. Extend to include more
complicated function situations
with the option to solve with
technology. (A2, M3)

**Course clarity:
Remember to use all available
types of expressions and
equations including simple root
and simple rational functions.

Remember that while functions
used in this standard will often be
linear, exponential, or quadratic,
the types of problems should draw

I can create a polynomial function to
model a real world scenario.

I can use technology to create a
function that fits polynomial data.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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from more complex situations than
those addressed in Algebra 1.

Create equations that describe
numbers or relationships.
A.CED.2 Create equations in two
or more variables to represent
relationships between quantities;
graph equations on coordinate
axes with labels and scales.★
c. Extend to include more
complicated function situations
with the option to graph with
technology. (A2, M3)

**Course clarity

Remember to use all available
types of expressions and
equations including simple root
and simple rational functions.

Remember that while functions
used in this standard will often be
linear, exponential, or quadratic,
the types of problems should draw
from more complex situations than
those addressed in Algebra 1.

I can create a polynomial function to
model a real world scenario.

I can use technology to create a
function that fits polynomial data.

I can graph a polynomial function to
model a real world scenario.

I can scale and label axes
appropriately.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Create equations that describe
numbers or relationships.
A.CED.3 Represent constraints by

I can determine an appropriate
domain and range for a real world
scenario.

Homework

Formative Assessments
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equations or inequalities, and by
systems of equations and/or
inequalities, and interpret solutions
as viable or non-viable options in a
modeling context. For example,
represent inequalities describing
nutritional and cost constraints on
combinations of different foods.★
(A1, M1)
a. While functions will often be
linear, exponential, or quadratic,
the types of problems should draw
from more complicated situations.
(A2, M3)

**Course clarity:
Remember to use all available
types of expressions and
equations including simple root
and simple rational functions.

Remember that while functions
used in this standard will often be
linear, exponential, or quadratic,
the types of problems should draw
from more complex situations than
those addressed in Algebra 1.

I can interpret an appropriate domain
and range for a real world scenario.

Summative Assessments

Interpret functions that arise in
applications in terms of the
context.

I can determine an appropriate
domain and range for a real world
scenario.

Homework

Formative Assessments
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F.IF.5 Relate the domain of a
function to its graph and, where
applicable, to the quantitative
relationship it describes. For
example, if the function h(n) gives
the number of person-hours it
takes to assemble n engines in a
factory, then the positive integers
would be an appropriate domain
for the function.★
c. Emphasize the selection of a
type of function for a model based
on behavior of data and context.
(A2, M3)

**Course clarity
Remember to use a variety of
function types including rational,
square root, and cube root and to
emphasize the selection of
appropriate models.

I can interpret an appropriate domain
and range for a real world scenario.

I can choose an appropriate function
to model data with.

Summative Assessments

Interpret functions that arise in
applications in terms of the
context.
F.IF.4 For a function that models a
relationship between two
quantities, interpret key features of
graphs and tables in terms of the
quantities, and sketch graphs
showing key features given a
verbal description of the

I can define positive end behavior as
the trend of a function’s outputs as
the input grows increasingly positive.

I can define negative end behavior as
the end of a function’s outputs as the
input grows increasingly negative.

I can determine a function’s symmetry
both graphically and algebraically

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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relationship. Key features include:
intercepts; intervals where the
function is increasing, decreasing,
positive, or negative; relative
maximums and minimums;
symmetries; end behavior; and
periodicity.★(A2, M3)

**Course Clarity:
Remember to use a variety of
function types including rational,
square root, and cube root and to
emphasize the selection of
appropriate models.

I can identify reflective and rotational
symmetries in a table, graph or
function.

I can determine the relative extrema
for a function.

I can determine the function’s end
behavior both graphically and
algebraically.

I can create a graph that matches the
description and indicates all of the
key features of the function.

Interpret the structure of
expressions.
A.SSE.1: Interpret expressions
that represent a quantity in terms
of its context.★
a. Interpret parts of an expression,
such as terms, factors, and
coefficients.
b. Interpret complicated
expressions by viewing one or
more of their parts as a single
entity.

Remember to extend to
polynomials beyond the second
degree and to rational

I can define expression, term, factor, and
coefficient.

I understand the difference between an
expression, a term, a factor, and
coefficients.

I can group the parts of an expression
differently in order to better interpret
their meaning.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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expressions.

Interpret the structure of
expressions.
A.SSE.2: Use the structure of an
expression to identify ways to
rewrite it. For example, to factor
3x(x – 5) + 2(x – 5), students
should recognize that the "x – 5" is
common to both expressions
being added, so it simplifies to
(3x+2)(x – 5); or see x4– y4 as
(x2)2– (y2)2, thus recognizing it as
a difference of squares that can be
factored as (x2– y2)(x2+y2).

*Remember to extend to
polynomials beyond the second
degree and to rational
expressions.

I can look for and identify clues in the
structure of expressions (e.g., like
terms, common factors, difference of
squares, perfect squares) in order to
rewrite it another way.

I can explain why equivalent
expressions are equivalent.

I can apply models for factoring and
multiplying polynomials to rewrite
expressions.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Rewrite rational expressions.
A.APR.6: Rewrite simple rational
expressions in different forms;
write a(x)/b(x) in the form q(x) +
r(x)/b(x), where a(x), b(x), q(x),
and r(x) are polynomials with the
degree of r(x) less than the degree
of b(x), using inspection, long
division, or, for the more
complicated examples, a
computer algebra system.

I can define rational expression.

I can determine the best method of
simplifying the given rational
expression (inspection, factoring, long
division, computer algebraic system).

I can simplify rational expressions by

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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*Remember to use linear and
quadratic for polynomial
denominators, b(x).

*Remember this standard requires
the general division algorithm for
polynomials. Connect the division
of polynomials to rational
functions.

*Remember the limitations on
rational functions apply to the
rational expressions in this
standard. See F.IF.7 and F.BF.3.

inspection (e.g.,

I can simplify rational expressions
using long division.

I can simplify rational expressions by
factoring.

I can simplify complicated rational
expressions using a computer
algebraic system.

I can write a rational expression

where is the

dividend and is the divisor in

the form where

is the quotient and is the
remainder (e.g.,

I can find a common denominator for
higher power polynomial functions.

I can add and subtract rational
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expressions.

Understand solving equations
as a process of reasoning and
explain the reasoning.
A.REI.2: Solve simple rational and
radical equations in one variable,
and give examples showing how
extraneous solutions may arise.

I can define extraneous solution.

I can solve a rational equation in one
variable.

I can determine which numbers cannot
be solutions of a rational equation and
explain why they cannot be solutions.

I can generate examples of rational
equations with extraneous solutions.

I can solve a radical equation in one
variable.

I can determine which numbers cannot
be solutions of a radical equation and
explain why they cannot be solutions.

I can generate examples of radical
equations with extraneous solutions.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Solve systems of equations.
A.REI.6: Solve systems of linear
equations algebraically and
graphically.
b. Extend to include solving
systems of linear equations in
three variables, but only
algebraically. (A2, M3)

*Course change-addition.

I can define system of linear equations
and solution of a system.

I can explain why linear systems have no
solutions and identify linear systems that
have no solutions.

I can solve a linear system of equations in
three variables.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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The whole standard used to be in
Algebra 1. Now the standard is
divided into 2 parts, and part b. is
in in Algebra 2.

Represent and solve equations
and inequalities graphically.
A.REI.11: Explain why the
x-coordinates of the points where
the graphs of the equation y=f(x)
and y=g(x) intersect are the
solutions of the equation f(x)=g(x);
find the solutions approximately,
e.g., using technology to graph the
functions, making tables of values,
or finding successive
approximations.

*Remember to include
combinations of linear, polynomial,
rational, radical, absolute value,
and exponential functions.

I can identify the solution to a system
graphically.

I understand why the solution to a
system of functions is the
x-coordinate.

I can solve a system of more than
one type of functions graphically.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Extend the domain of
trigonometric functions using
the unit circle.
F.TF.1: Understand radian
measure of an angle as the length
of the arc on the unit circle
subtended by the angle.

I can define unit circle, central angle, and
intercepted arc.

I can define the radian measure of an
angle.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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I can extend the definition of radian
measure to show that an angle measure
of one radian occurs when the length of
the arc and the radius of the circle are
the same.

I can use a similarity approach to find the
radian measure of central angles in
circles that are not unit circles.

Extend the domain of
trigonometric functions using
the unit circle.
F.TF.2: Explain how the unit circle
in the coordinate plane enables
the extension of trigonometric
functions to all real numbers,
interpreted as radian measures of
angles traversed counterclockwise
around the unit circle.

I can convert between the radian and
degree measures of angles using the
relationship that one revolution of the

unit circle is equal to radians and

I can define a reference angle.

I understand that the unit circle can be
extended beyond one rotation, in both
the both the positive and negative
directions.

I recognize that the coordinates of any
point on the unit circle may be defined as
(cos 0, sin 0 ).

I understand  that tan 0  = sin 0 /cos 0 .

Given a point on the coordinate grid, I
can find the measure of the angle and
state the trigonometric ratios for that
angle.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Model periodic phenomena with
trigonometric functions.
F.TF.5: Choose trigonometric
functions to model periodic
phenomena with specified
amplitude, frequency, and
midline.★

I can define amplitude, frequency, and
midline of a trigonometric function.

I can explain the connection between
frequency and period.

I can recognize real-world situations that
can be modeled with a periodic function
by identifying the amplitude, frequency
(or period), and midline.

I can write a function notation for the
trigonometric function that models a
problem situation, given the amplitude,
frequency (or period), and midline of a
periodic situation.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Prove and apply trigonometric
identities.
F.TF.8: Prove the Pythagorean
identity sin²(θ) + cos²(θ) = 1 and
use it to find sin(θ), cos(θ), or
tan(θ) given sin(θ), cos(θ), or
tan(θ) and the quadrant of the
angle.

I can derive the Pythagorean identity

by using the unit

circle definitions of cosine and sine and
applying the Pythagorean Theorem.

I can use the Pythagorean identity

to calculate the

values of or and the

quadrant of

I can use the quotient identity to

calculate

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Understand and evaluate
random processes underlying
statistical experiments.
S.IC.1 Understand statistics as a
process for making inferences
about population parameters
based on a random sample from
that population.★

**Course Clarity:
Remember to compare theoretical
and empirical results to evaluate
the effectiveness of a treatment.

I can define population parameter,
random sample, and inference.

I can explain why randomization is used
to draw a sample that represents a
population well.

I can recognize that statistics involved
drawing conclusions about a population
based on the results obtained from a
random sample of the population.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Understand and evaluate
random processes underlying
statistical experiments.
S.IC.2 Decide if a specified model
is consistent with results from a
given data-generating process,
e.g., using simulation. For
example, a model says a spinning
coin falls heads up with probability
0.5. Would a result of 5 tails in a
row cause you to question the
model?*

**Course Clarity:
Remember to compare theoretical
and empirical results to evaluate
the effectiveness of a treatment.

I can choose a probability model for a
problem situation.

I can conduct a simulation of the model
and determine which results are typical
of the model and which results are
considered outliers (possible, but
unexpected).

I can decide if the data collected is
consistent with the selected model or if
another model is required.

I can pose a question that suggests a
model and a means of collecting data
and answer my question.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Make inferences and justify
conclusions from sample
surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.
S.IC.3 Recognize the purposes of
and differences among sample
surveys, experiments, and
observational studies; explain how
randomization relates to each.★

**Course Clarity:
Remember that in early grades,
students are introduced to
different methods of collecting
data; they use graphical displays
and summary statistics to make
comparisons. At this level, the
methods of data collection are
emphasized, as these will impact
the scope and nature of
conclusions that can be drawn
from the data. The concept of
statistical significance is
developed informally through
simulation by asking the question,
“Is this result likely to occur by
chance?”

I can define sample survey, experiment,
observational study, and randomization.

I can describe the purpose of a sample
survey, an experiment, and an
observational study.

I can describe the differences among
sample surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.

I can explain the role of randomization in
sample surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.

I can apply random sampling techniques
to draw a sample from a population.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Make inferences and justify
conclusions from sample
surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.
S.IC.4 Use data from a sample

I can define population mean, sample
mean, population proportion, and
sample proportion.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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survey to estimate a population
mean or proportion; develop a
margin of error through the use of
simulation models for random
sampling.★

**Course Clarity:
Remember that in early grades,
students are introduced to
different methods of collecting
data; they use graphical displays
and summary statistics to make
comparisons. At this level, the
methods of data collection are
emphasized, as these will impact
the scope and nature of
conclusions that can be drawn
from the data. The concept of
statistical significance is
developed informally through
simulation by asking the question,
“Is this result likely to occur by
chance?”

Remember the focus of variability
of results from experiments--that
is, focus on statistics as a way of
dealing with, not eliminating,
inherent randomness.

I can calculate the sample mean or
proportion.

I can define the statement, “The
population mean or proportion is close
to the sample mean or proportion when
the sample is randomly selected and
large enough to represent the population
well.”

I can infer that the population mean or
proportion is equal to the sample mean
or proportion and conduct a simulation
to determine which sample results are
typical of this model and which results
are considered outliers (possible, but
unexpected).

I can choose an appropriate margin of
error for the sample mean or proportion
and create a confidence interval based
on the results of the simulation
conducted.

I can determine how often the true
population mean or proportion is within
the margin of error of each sample mean
or proportion.

I can pose a question regarding the mean
or proportion of a population, use
statistical techniques to estimate the
parameter, and design an appropriate
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product to summarize the process and
report the estimate.

Make inferences and justify
conclusions from sample
surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.
S.IC.5 Use data from a
randomized experiment to
compare two treatments; use
simulations to decide if differences
between sample statistics are
statistically significant.*

**Course Clarity:
Remember that in early grades,
students are introduced to
different methods of collecting
data; they use graphical displays
and summary statistics to make
comparisons. At this level, the
methods of data collection are
emphasized, as these will impact
the scope and nature of
conclusions that can be drawn
from the data. The concept of
statistical significance is
developed informally through
simulation by asking the question,
“Is this result likely to occur by
chance?”

Remember the focus of variability
of results from experiments--that

I can calculate the sample mean and
standard deviation of the two
treatment groups and the difference
of the means.

I can conduct a simulation for each
treatment group using the sample
results as the parameters for the
distributions.

I can calculate the differences of
means for each simulation and
represent those differences in a
histogram.

I can use the results of the simulation
to create a confidence interval for the
difference means.

I can use the confidence interval to
determine if the parameters are
significantly different based on the
original difference of means.

I can pose a question regarding the
means or proportions of two
populations, use statistical techniques
to estimate the difference, and design
an appropriate product to summarize
the process and report the estimate.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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is, focus on statistics as a way of
dealing with, not eliminating,
inherent randomness.

Make inferences and justify
conclusions from sample
surveys, experiments, and
observational studies.
S.IC.6 Evaluate reports based on
data.★

**Course Clarity:
Remember that in early grades,
students are introduced to
different methods of collecting
data; they use graphical displays
and summary statistics to make
comparisons. At this level, the
methods of data collection are
emphasized, as these will impact
the scope and nature of
conclusions that can be drawn
from the data. The concept of
statistical significance is
developed informally through
simulation by asking the question,
“Is this result likely to occur by
chance?”

I can identify the variables as
quantitative or categorical.

I can describe how the data was
collected.

I can indicate any potential biases or
flaws.

I can identify inferences the author of the
report made from sample data.

I Can write or present a summary of a
data-based report addressing the
sampling techniques used, inferences
made, and any flaws or biases.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Summarize, represent, and
interpret data on a single count

I can use the mean and standard
deviation of a set of data to fit the

Homework
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or measurement variable.
S.ID.4 Use the mean and standard
deviation of a data set to fit it to a
normal distribution and to estimate
population percentages.
Recognize that there are data sets
for which such a procedure is not
appropriate. Use calculators,
spreadsheets, and tables to
estimate areas under the normal
curve.★

**Course Clarity:
Remember that while students
may have heard of the normal
distribution, it is unlikely that they
will have prior experience using it
to make specific estimates. Build
on students' understanding of data
distributions to help them see how
the normal distribution uses area
to make estimates of frequencies,
which can be expressed as
probabilities. Emphasize that only
some data can be well described
by a normal distribution.

data to a normal curve.

I can use the 68-95-99.7 Rule to
estimate the percent of a normal
population that falls within 1, 2, or 3
standard deviations of the mean.

I can recognize that normal
distributions are only appropriate for
unimodal and symmetric shapes.

I can estimate the area under a normal
curve using a calculator, table, or
spreadsheet.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Summarize, represent, and
interpret data on two categories
and quantitative variables
S.ID.6 Represent data on two
quantitative variables on a scatter
plot, and describe how the

I can create a scatterplot for data.

I can determine if a set of data should
be fit using a linear function, quadratic
function or an exponential function.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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variables are related.★
a. Fit a function to the data; use
functions fitted to data to solve
problems in the context of the
data. Use given functions, or
choose a function suggested by
the context. Emphasize linear,
quadratic, and exponential
models. (A2, M3)
b. Informally assess the fit of a
function by discussing residuals.
(A2, M3)

**Course Clarity:
Remember that students may take
a more sophisticated look at using
a linear function to model the
relationship between two
numerical variables. In addition to
fitting a line to data, students also
assess how well the model fits by
analyzing the residuals.

This includes both linear and
quadratic models.

I can determine a line of best fit for
data, by hand.

I can determine a regression line for
data, using technology.

I can interpret the slope of a
regression line in terms of the context
provided.

I can interpret the y-intercept of a
regression line in terms of the context
provided.

I can use functions fitted to data to
solve problems in the context of the
data.

I can represent the residuals from a
function and the data set it models
numerically and graphically.

I can informally assess the fit of a
function by analyzing residuals from
the residual plot.

Interpret linear models.
S.ID.9: Distinguish between
correlation and causation.★

*Remember the focus here is on
the computation and interpretation

I can define positive, negative, and no
correlation.

I can explain why correlation does not
imply causation.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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of the correlation coefficient as a
measure of how well the data fit
the relationship. This is where the
important distinction between a
statistical relationship and a
cause-and-effect relationship
arises.

I can define causation

I can distinguish between correlation
and causation

Perform arithmetic operations
with complex numbers.
N.CN.1: Know there is a complex
number i such that i² = –1, and
every complex number has the
form a + bi with a and b real.

I can define the imaginary unit i

I understand when an imaginary
number arises.

I can write a complex number in
standard form: a + bi

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Perform arithmetic operations
with complex numbers.
N.CN.2: Use the relation i² = –1
and the commutative, associative,
and distributive properties to add,
subtract, and multiply complex
numbers.

I can add, subtract and multiply
complex numbers

I can simplify expressions containing
imaginary numbers.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Use complex numbers in
polynomial identities and
equations.
N.CN.7: Solve quadratic equations
with real coefficients that have
complex solutions.

I can solve quadratic equations
containing real and imaginary
solutions.

I understand when imaginary
solutions arise for a quadratic
equation.

Homework

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments
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Resources

Ohio Department of Education Model Curriculum Algebra 2

Kansas Teachers of Mathematics Flipbook

http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Mathematics/Model-Curricula-in-Mathematics/HS_Course_Alg-2-_Math_3_Model-Curriculum.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://community.ksde.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=s2MlpLJE4PI%3d&tabid=5646&mid=15542

